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So you promised us more on suing people - what insights do you have to share with us 
this morning. 

When I first started speaking about suing people, I said that I would try to make things 

clearer in weeks to come.  This is my first shot at that and I want to begin with an area of 

law called torts. 

Can we start with a definition? 

Tort is a French word meaning a wrong.  Tort continues to be used in French, but our 

legal history took that word hundreds of years ago and used to describe civil (as opposed 

to criminal) wrongs.  These are wrongs that you can sue someone for.  According to 

Wikipedia, torte is also a kind of rich, usually multilayered, cake that is filled with 

buttercreams, mousses, jams or fruits.   

So which is on offer this morning?  Cake or  

Sadly, I can't deliver that by radio so we are going to talk about legal wrongs.  If you send 

me an email, I will deliver a recipe. 

Basically, a lawsuit based on tort law, permits the victim of some injury to make his/her 

problem someone else's problem too.  It may be that the problem becomes that of a whole 

bunch of someone elses but I will get to that in a second. 

As we have discussed previously, a criminal case is initiated and managed by the 

government - the victim is not in charge of the prosecution, the crown is.  A legal claim 

based on tort law, however, is pursued by a victim him/herself or (if the injury was 

particularly serious) the victim's survivors. 

The end of a criminal case is an acquittal or conviction and if there is a conviction there is 

some sort of penalty.  A successful tort claim, on the other hand, results not in a jail 

sentence (or some form of punishment) but in determination of responsibility and if the 

party being sued is found to be responsible for the loss, the court normally requires the 

defendant to compensate the plaintiff financially. 
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So a tort is a claim commenced by the plaintiff to recover compensation from a 

defendant. 

Before we go on can we get some definitions - plaintiff?  defendant? 

You're right - I should provide a few definitions.  Plaintiff is the person who commences 

the claim.  It also comes from old legal French - and basically means the one who is 

complaining.  Not complaining in the sense of whining, but rather someone who has a 

complaint.  The person who is sued is the defendant.  Easy to remember - defendant is the 

person defending him / herself in the lawsuit.  liability is a term that refers to legal 

responsibility.  If a court determines that I am liable to pay you damages, it means that 

the Court has decided that I am responsible for your loss.  Damages is the amount of 

money that the court says you are entitle to receive to compensate you for your loss. 

An award of compensatory damages is supposed to shift all of the plaintiff's legally 

recognizable costs to the defendant.  I say legally recognizable costs because if you are an 

illegal street racer and someone wrecks your pimped out car, you cannot collect damages 

for the races you couldn't win because your car was out of commission 

In some cases, a plaintiff may also be awarded punitive damages, which are intended to 

punish the defendant for the risk created by the defendant's conduct.  Punitive damages 

are not often seen in Canada.  In the US they can be huge.  

In other cases, a plaintiff may be suing for other relief such as an injunction, which is a 

court order preventing the defendant from continuing a course of action that interferes 

with rights held by the plaintiff. 

One last term is tortfeasor - that is the person who commits the tort. 

So plaintiff starts the claim and sues the defendant saying to the court that the defendant 

is the tortfeasor.  The defendant defends the claim and of course denies being a torfeasor.  

Damages is the amount of the loss allowed by the Court. 
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So what might make me a plaintiff? 

The law does not recognize just any injury as the basis of a claim in tort.  If you catch a 

larger char than me, it may hurt my feelings, but I cannot sue you because I have a 

bruised ego.  The reason that I cannot sue you over my hurt feelings, is because you have 

no duty, that is no legal duty not to catch a bigger fish.  Your mother might say Peter is a 

bit slow skinning caribou, don't show him up too much.  But although that might create a 

moral duty, it does not create a legal duty.  And perhaps that's a good thing.  I thought I 

could skin a caribou pretty quickly, but last week I was hunting with a friend and he had 

skinned and butchered his whole caribou in the time it took me to just skin mine.  My ego 

was a bit bruised but I have no right to sue him. 

The bottom line is that to be a plaintiff, that is a successful plaintiff, you have to suffer 

injury as a result of the defendant's failure to fulfill a legal duty. 

Can you give us some examples of legal duties? 

Most of our tort law comes from our legal history and judge-made rules that have 

developed over hundreds of years.  There is a common-sense element to much of those 

rules and in many respects it comes down to a very simple question - who should bear the 

loss associated with a particular course of conduct.  

So for example, we have a legal duty not to interfere with other people's bodies and their 

freedom.  If you stop someone from leaving where they are, you may be sued for false 

arrest or imprisonment.  If you threaten to hit someone, that is an assault that you can be 

sued for.  If you actually hit someone, that is called battery and you can be sued for that 

too.  These are called intentional torts because they involve deliberate conduct on the part 

of a tortfeasor that are obviously likely to cause injury to a plaintiff.  You have a legal 

duty to refrain from conduct that is likely to cause injury to another.  If I decide to go to 

your house and waive a knife around (if you think that I am going to injure you with the 

knife that is an assault even if you never get cut), the law says that I should bear the 

financial consequences of the loss (your loss of freedom) that results from my conduct in 

scaring you. 
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Another area of tort law is defamation.  At its heart, the law of defamation is intended to 

protect people's reputations.  The law of defamation prohibits you from circulating 

information that is false and negatively affects my reputation.  When you say something 

defamatory, that is slander.  When you publish or broadcast something defamatory, that is 

called libel.  Now in theory, I could sue you for telling people that I don't skin caribou 

very quickly, except that a) it may be true and b) it may not have a big impact on my 

reputation.  First off if is true, even if it damages my reputation I can't successfully sue 

you.  As a defendant you could plead truth as a defence to a defamation claim.  If it wasnt 

true, if a court found that what you said was defamatory, I might get damages, but if my 

reputation is already so bad that nothing you said, made a real difference (say because 

everyone already knew that it took me 3 shots to down the caribou that I was so slow 

skinning) I might only get a loonie by way of a damage award. 

There are 2 other areas of tort law that I want to discuss one is economic torts - when you 

do something to injure the economic interests of another person and nuisance - when you 

do something to injure another person's property interests.  Then we move on to discuss a 

huge and very interesting area of law.  Negligence. 

Cu next week. 


